You Make a Difference! Advocate for Improved

PATIENT SAFETY & CARE

As emergency nurses you have firsthand experience and expertise on how healthcare
laws and regulations affect patient safety and care. This knowledge gives you a unique and
important perspective on healthcare policy. The ENA Government Relations team is here
to help you use your experience to make our country’s emergency departments safer and
our patient’s quality of care the best it can be.

DAY HILL
ON THE

WASHINGTON, D.C.

MAY 2-3, 2017
ADVOCATE FOR EMERGENCY NURSING ON CAPITOL HILL
Spend a day learning how to effectively message ENA’s legislative requests.
Get the opportunity to meet with congressional leaders
to discuss how they can influence the future of emergency nursing.

BE AN ADVOCATE

Join the EN411 Legislative Network
ENA established the EN411 network to encourage members to cultivate relationships with
federal and state legislators, convey the legislative and regulatory priorities of emergency
nurses in an effective manner, and affect the final outcome of federal and state legislation
important to us.

What does it mean to join the EN411 Legislative Network?
As a member of the EN411 network, you act as resources and healthcare issue experts
for federal and state legislators to strengthen the voice of emergency nurses in the
legislative process.

EN411 Activities
We make it easy for you to participate and influence the legislative process.
• Action Alerts — Help Advocate on Behalf of ENA
ENA sends action alerts requesting you to contact your state or federal legislator about a
specific issue, bill, or vote. We provide you with a sample letter and/or talking points that
can be sent directly to your legislator by email or phone.
• Regular Updates
ENA will email you information on legislative, political, or regulatory issues and other
activities affecting emergency nurses.
• ED Visits
Invite legislators and their staff to tour your emergency department. This provides
the legislators and staff the opportunity to witness, first-hand, the operations of an
emergency department and the nurse’s role in the emergency department. We are happy
to provide assistance in making these requests.

If you have questions, please contact gov@ena.org.

